1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Cognitive deficits in Parkinson\'s disease (PD) patients are common from early to moderate stages ([@bb0005], [@bb0105]) and up to 80% of the patients may develop dementia in the course of the disease ([@bb0135]). Moreover, the presence of cognitive impairment is related to a reduction in quality of life and functional disability in PD ([@bb0175], [@bb0235]).

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have shown that cognitive deficits in PD patients are correlated with structural ([@bb0100]) and functional brain dysfunctions ([@bb0080], [@bb0110]). More specifically, resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) is a non-invasive method that shows reliability and high reproducibility to easily explore the functional activity of the different brain networks ([@bb0045], [@bb0280]). To date, most rs-fMRI studies in PD have investigated functional connectivity (FC) patterns as a static phenomenon. While these studies have shown a general impairment in PD patients compared with healthy controls (HC), \[for a review see: ([@bb0110])\], others have focused on assessing differences between PD patients with mild cognitive impairment (PD-MCI) and with normal cognition (PD-NC). PD-MCI patients seemed to present FC alterations within ([@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0120]) and between networks ([@bb0035]) compared with HC, and also compared with PD-NC ([@bb0035], [@bb0120]). Less pronounced FC differences between PD-NC and HC have also been reported ([@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0120]).

However, more recently, rs-fMRI studies have shown that FC may actually vary during the acquisition time (i.e. dynamic FC) ([@bb0020], [@bb0065], [@bb0155]). A widely applied method for temporal dynamic FC analysis is the sliding time window method ([@bb0020], [@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0155]). This method divides acquired rs-fMRI into windows and calculates the variation of FC across those windows. The results represent the dynamic characteristic of FC. Given that static FC has helped to understand the cerebral correlates of cognitive impairment in PD, a dynamic FC approach may add relevant information as it represents more accurately the dynamic nature of the brain ([@bb0065], [@bb0155]).Therefore, a dynamic approach to study FC may help clarify the neurobiological substrates of presence of MCI in PD. To date, only one dynamic FC study has been recently published in PD, and showed dynamic FC alterations in PD patients compared to HC ([@bb0165]).

Furthermore, the characteristics of the brain networks can be investigated with graph-theory, which divides the networks in *nodes* (the brain regions) and in *edges*, representing the connections between the nodes ([@bb0055], [@bb0280]). Most graph-theoretical studies in PD showed significant reductions in both global and local parameters compared with HC ([@bb0125], [@bb0170], [@bb0200], [@bb0260], [@bb0270]) but increased graph parameters have also been found in PD compared with HC ([@bb0125], [@bb0310]). A graph theory approach may contribute to understanding of cognitive impairment in PD. To date, only one study has assessed the differences in graph parameters between PD-MCI and PD-NC, and found that PD-MCI patients showed decreased graph characteristics compared with PD-NC and HC ([@bb0030]), but also increased graph parameters that correlated negatively with cognitive performance, suggesting the presence of compensatory mechanisms ([@bb0030]).

Despite the fact that some steps have been taken towards understanding the FC differences between PD-MCI and PD-NC, the literature is still scarce and more specific studies are needed in this field. Dynamic FC is a novel FC approach that could add relevant information about the presence of MCI in PD, and the combination with other neuroimaging methods of analysis could help to better understand the neurodegenerative process that underlies cognitive impairment in PD. Therefore, the objective of this study was to assess the dynamic FC and local/global connectivity in PD-MCI and PD-NC using the combination of dynamic FC and graph-theoretical approaches during rs-fMRI.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

The sample included 37 PD patients and 26 HC, matched with PD patients by age, gender and years of education. PD patients were recruited from the Department of Neurology at the Hospital of Galdakao and from the PD Biscay Association (ASPARBI). PD patients were enrolled in the study if they fulfilled the UK PD Society Brain Bank diagnostic criteria. Other inclusion criteria were: i) age between 45 and 75; ii) Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) disease stage ([@bb0145]) ≤ 3; iii) Unified PD Rating Scale (UPDRS) ([@bb0210]) evaluated by the neurologist. Exclusion criteria were: i) presence of dementia as defined by the DSM-IV-TR and the Movement Disorders Society clinical criteria; ii) presence of other neurological illness/injury; iii) unstable psychiatric disorders; iv) visual hallucinations as assessed by the Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire ([@bb0160]); v) depression evaluated with the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) (score \> 5) ([@bb0300]).

All patients were symptomatically stable, and tested while on their medication. Their Levodopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD) was recorded ([@bb0275]).

2.2. Neuropsychological assessment {#s0020}
----------------------------------

PD and HC underwent a neuropsychological battery that included the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) as a screening measure ([@bb0185]). Five cognitive domains were assessed: 1) *Attention and working memory* measured with the Digit Span Backward ([@bb0220]), the Brief Test of Attention (BTA) ([@bb0250]), the Trail Making Test (A) ([@bb0220]) and the Stroop Test (Words and Color) ([@bb0115]); 2) *Executive functions* measured with the Trail Making Test (B) and the Clock Drawing Test (order) ([@bb0205]); 3) *Language* evaluated with the Boston Naming Test (abbreviated version) and the Verbal Fluency Test (semantic); 4) *Memory* assessed with the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT) ([@bb0050]) and the Brief Visual Memory Test (BVMT) ([@bb0040]); 5) *Visuospatial ability* measured with the subtest Incomplete letters from the Visual Object and Space Perception (VOSP) ([@bb0230]) and the subtest cube analysis from the VOSP.

Classification for PD-MCI followed Level II of Movement Disorders Society Task Force criteria corresponding to a comprehensive assessment ([@bb0180]). PD patients that showed impairment in two tests within a single cognitive domain or impairment in at least two tests in different cognitive domains were classified as PD-MCI. PD scores were considered impaired when the score was 1.5 standard deviations (SD) below the mean of the matched HC group. PD patients who failed to meet these specific criteria were classified as PD-NC.

2.3. Neuroimaging acquisition {#s0025}
-----------------------------

Imaging data were acquired in a 3 T MRI scanner (Philips Achieva TX) at OSATEK, Hospital of Galdakao. All sequences were acquired during a single session. T1-weighted images acquisition were obtained in a sagittal orientation (TR = 7.4 ms, TE = 3.4 ms, matrix size = 228 × 218; flip angle = 9°, FOV = 250x250mm, slice thickness = 1.1 mm, 300 slices, voxel size = 0.98 × 0.98 × 0.60 mm, acquisition time = 4′55″).

The rs-fMRI was obtained in an axial orientation in an anterior-posterior phase direction using sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast and multi-slice gradient echo EPI sequence (TR = 2100 ms, TE = 16 ms, matrix size = 80 × 78, flip angle = 80°, FOV = 240x240mm, slice thickness = 3 mm, slice gap = 0.25 mm, 214 volumes, 40 slices, voxel size = 3.00 × 3.00 × 3.00 mm, acquisition time = 7′40″).

Rs-fMRI data were acquired during a so-called resting-state block. Subjects were instructed to neither engage in any particular cognitive nor motor activity, to keep their eyes closed without thinking about anything in particular and they were told they could not fall asleep. Once the rs-fMRI acquisition terminated, the participant was asked whether they had fallen asleep or not. No patient reported having fallen asleep. Foam padding and headphones were used to limit head movement and reduce scanner noise for the subject.

2.4. Neuroimaging preprocessing {#s0030}
-------------------------------

Preprocessing for rs-fMRI data was performed using the Conn Functional Connectivity Toolbox 14.p ([@bb0295]). All preprocessing steps were conducted using the default preprocessing pipeline for volume-based analysis (to MNI-space). Three volumes were acquired previous to the 214 volumes of the rs-fMRI acquisition and were then discarded prior to the analysis. First, each subject\'s 214 functional images were realigned to the first volume and unwarped (which implements the removal of dynamic EPI distortions, movement-by-susceptibility interactions as described in [http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/toolbox/unwarp/](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/toolbox/unwarp){#ir0005}), slice-timing corrected (interleaved botton-up), co-registered with structural data, spatially normalized into the standard MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute) and finally images were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm FWMH. Moreover, noise was reduced via the anatomical CompCor approach, which extracts principal components from white matter and cerebrospinal fluid time series. These components were added as confounds in the denoising step of the CONN toolbox. The six head motion parameters derived from spatial motion correction were also added as cofounds. As recommended band-pass filtering was performed with a frequency window of 0.008 to 0.09 Hz ([@bb1000]). Linear detrending was additionally performed.

2.5. Group ICA {#s0035}
--------------

After preprocessing the data, Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT) was used to decompose the data into functional networks using group spatial independent component analysis (ICA) ([@bb0060]). First, subject-specific data was reduced to 120 independent components (ICs) with the principal component reduction as previously done ([@bb0020], [@bb0090]). In a second step group-data was reduced to 100 ICs with the expectation maximization algorithm ([@bb0240]). To ensure stability and validity we repeated 20 times the Infomax ICA algorithm in ICASSO ([@bb0140]). Aggregated spatial maps were estimated. The back reconstruction approach (GICA) was used to obtain subject-specific maps and time courses as implemented in GIFT software ([@bb0060]). Visual inspection and the spatial correlation values between ICs and the template were used for ICs selection ([@bb0255]), based on the FC atlas networks of mialab (<http://mialab.mrn.org/data/index.html>), according to these 7 categories: Subcortical (SC), Auditory (AUD), Somatomotor (SM), visual (VI), cognitive-control (CC), default-mode (DMN), and cerebellar (CB) networks ([@bb0020]). Components were classified as intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs) if they exhibited peak activations in grey matter, high correlation values with resting-state networks, and had time courses dominated by low-frequency fluctuations ([@bb0085]). This process resulted in 29 ICs out of the 100 ICs obtained, divided in: 2 ICs in the SC network, 2 ICs in the AUD network, 5 ICs in the SM network, 5 ICs in the VI network, 6 ICs in the CC (which included the salience network and language network), 7 ICs in the DMN and 2 ICs in the CB network (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

After ICs selection, subject-specific spatial maps and time courses were post-processed, following ([@bb0020]), and included a detrending, a filter cutoff of low frequency fluctuation set at 0.15, and despiking. Head movement effect was regressed out to obtain more accurate results.Fig. 1Spatial Maps from the ICs (A) and the static FC between them in the whole sample (B)A) Spatial Maps from the 29 Independent Components (ICs) and B) the static FC between them in the whole sample. 29 ICs are divided in 7 networks. Each IC has a specific color in A) which corresponds to the color in B). Each ICs in B) have a specific label, which represents bilateral activations unless it is specified Left (L) or Right (R). The colorbar represents the value of the correlations; Red color represents positive correlations, Blue color represents negative correlations. BA = Brodmann Area; TTG = transverse temporal lobe; STG = superior temporal gyrus; PreCG = precentral gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobe; LingualG = lingual gyrus; IOL = inferior occipital lobe; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; MTG = middle temporal lobe; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; MPFC = medial prefrontal Cortex; AngG = angular gyrus; InfTL = Inferior temporal lobe; CB = Cerebellum. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

2.6. Motion correction {#s0040}
----------------------

To minimize the impact of head motion in the connectivity results, maximum displacement and mean frame displacement (FD) were calculated. Subjects were excluded if the maximum displacement (absolute value) in translation indexes x, y, or z was higher than 3.0 mm and in rotation indexes was higher than 3.0° ([@bb0075]). No subject was excluded due to this criterion. Moreover, mean frame displacement (FD) was calculated for each subject using the published formula ([@bb0225]). Subjects with a mean FD of \> 0.5 mm were excluded from the analysis. Two PD subjects were excluded from the analysis due to this criterion. Therefore, the analyses were carried out with 35 PD patients and 26 HC. Mean FD values for each group are included in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the sample.Table 1HC\
*n* = 26PD-NC\
*N* = 12PD-MCI\
*N* = 23Statistic*p*Age68.31 (7.52)65.17 (8.31)69.17 (4.48)F = 1.440.243Gender (male)69%50%56%*χ*^2^ = 1.420.489Education (years)11.31 (4.73)12.50 (4.33)9.22 (4.64)H = 3.680.159MMSE28.85 (1.31)28.67 (1.30)26.86 (2.10)H = 18.87\< 0.001FD0.18 (0.07)0.18 (0.06)0.19 (0.08)H = 0.4630.793UPDRS III--18.45 (6.91)22.65 (11.08)*t* = 1.310.259H&Y--1.79 (0.39)1.93 (0.50)*χ*^2^ = 1.790.782Disease duration (years)--5.93 (5.88)7.11 (5.67)U = 108.000.294LEDD--548.85 (459.64)904.52 (518.54)*t* = − 2.050.054[^1][^2]

2.7. Dynamic FC analysis {#s0045}
------------------------

Dynamic FC analysis was performed with the GIFT toolbox. A sliding time window of 22 TR method for each subject was applied ([@bb0020]), with a Gaussian window alpha value of 3, and a step between windows of 1 TR, resulting in the analysis of 192 windows. Due to the short time segments that could have insufficient information, the regularized inverse covariance matrix was used ([@bb0285]). All the dynamic functional networks connectivity windows across all subjects were used to estimate the FC states. To do so, k-means clustering analysis was repeated 100 times to obtain the unbiased initial cluster, and was used to cluster the dynamic FC windows. K-means clustering applies Euclidean distance to regroup similar FC matrices of the different windows. The number of clusters (*k*) can be calculated in several ways. In this study we used the elbow criterion following previous dynamic FC studies ([@bb0020], [@bb0090]) and the cluster number was set to 2. We used the Pearson correlation coefficient for clustering analysis, which is also the most widely used FC measure in rs-fMRI studies ([@bb0070], [@bb0090], [@bb0130], [@bb0155], [@bb0245]).

Indexes from dynamic FC were used to test differences between groups: 1) *Mean dwell time* defined as the number of consecutive windows in a specific state, or time that the subjects remain in the one FC state ([@bb0020]); 2) *Number of transitions between states or state transition* was calculated counting the total number of changes between states for each subject, and the differences between groups were assessed with two-sample *t*-test in the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) (IBM SPSS Statistics 22).

In addition, FC differences between groups in each FC state were analysed with the network-based statistic (NBS) approach ([@bb0305]). The nodes were specified with the peak coordinates of each IC and the edges were represented with the correlation values in *Z*-scores. A nonparametric permutation approach (15,000 permutations) is applied. In each permutation, the group to which each subject belongs was randomly exchanged, and the statistical test is recalculated in each permutation in order to test the null-hypothesis. Then, *p* value was calculated FDR corrected for multiple comparisons.

2.8. Graph-theory parameter analysis {#s0050}
------------------------------------

The Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT) (<https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/>) was used to analyse the graph characteristics (both global and local aspects) of the networks obtained based on the ICs resulting from the ICA analysis. To ensure the same number of edges in the graphs from the different groups, a sparsity threshold needs to be fixed ([@bb0010], [@bb0265]). Sparsity value was defined as the number of connections between nodes in a network divided by the total possible connections in that network. We selected sparsity of 0.34 to maximise global and local efficiency ([@bb0010]).

The global parameters ([@bb0055], [@bb0290]) assessed were: 1) *Global efficiency* defined as the efficiency of the network to transmit the information through the network; 2) *Clustering coefficient* of a network defined as the mean of clustering coefficients of each node in the network.

The local parameters assessed ([@bb0055], [@bb0290]) were: 1) *Local efficiency* defined as the efficiency of transmission of information from one node to other close nodes; 2) *Clustering coefficient* defined as the number of existing connections divided by the maximum number of possible connections; 3) *Betweenness centrality* reflected the relevance of a node in a network, and was defined as the number of shortest connections between two other nodes that should go through that node.

Graph-theoretical parameter analyses were adjusted with Bonferroni correction considering the number of intergroup comparisons.

2.9. Ethics statement {#s0055}
---------------------

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee at the Health Department of the Basque Mental Health System in Spain and the Ethics Committee of the University of Deusto. All subjects were volunteers and provided written informed consent prior to their participation in the study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.10. Statistical analyses {#s0060}
--------------------------

The SPSS 22.0 was used to perform statistical analyses. Demographic, clinical and behavioral variables were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Sociodemographic differences between groups were tested with the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) or Kruskal-Wallis test for 3-group comparisons and 2-tailed *t*-test or U-Mann Whitney for 2-group comparisons and chi-squared test for qualitative variables.

Regarding neuroimaging analysis, differences between groups were performed including age as covariate, following previous recommendations ([@bb0015]). LEDD was also included as covariate when assessing the differences between PD-MCI and PD-NC, due to its influence in fMRI signal ([@bb0215]). Statistical differences between groups were performed using two sample *t*-tests. Finally, effect size was calculated with Cohen\'s *d*, considering 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, small, medium and large effect sizes respectively ([@bb0150]).

3. Results {#s0065}
==========

3.1. Sociodemographic and cognitive characteristics of the sample {#s0070}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Twenty-three PD patients were classified as PD-MCI and 12 PD patients as PD-NC. Sociodemographic, clinical and disease characteristics of the sample are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. In addition, mean values of each cognitive domain and statistical differences between groups are shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Post-hoc analyses revealed significant impairment in all the cognitive domains assessed in the PD-MCI group compared with the PD-NC and HC (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Group differences in cognitive domains.Table 2HC\
*n* = 26PD-NC\
*n* = 12PD-MCI\
*n* = 23F*p*[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Attention and working memory0.32 (0.71)0.27 (0.44)− 0.56 (0.82)4.240.019Memory0.42 (0.63)0.24 (0.33)− 0.87 (0.49)17.59\< 0.001Executive functions0.34 (0.34)0.40 (0.33)− 0.83 (0.96)10.54\< 0.001Language0.43 (0.84)0.24 (0.73)− 0.76 (0.69)4.780.012Visuospatial0.39 (0.26)0.16 (0.34)− 0.57 (0.83)7.940.001[^3][^4][^5]

3.2. Dynamic FC differences {#s0075}
---------------------------

Following the elbow criterion, the whole sample showed 2 different states during the rs-fMRI acquisition (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). State 1 (22% of the windows) was characterized by the presence of stronger connectivity, with positive correlation between SM and VI networks, and anti-correlations between CC, DMN and CB; State 2 (78% of the windows) was characterized by weaker connectivity within and between networks, showing some modularity in SM, VI and DMN (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). PD-MCI patients showed significantly reduced mean dwell time in state 2, characterized by weaker connectivity, compared with the HC (*t* = 2.14; *p* = 0.030; Cohen\'*d* = 0.61) (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). As well, PD-MCI patients showed significantly increased state transition compared with the HC (*t* = 2.82; *p* = 0.007; Cohen\'*d* = 0.80) (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). PD-NC patients showed no significant differences in mean dwell time or the number of transitions between states compared with the HC or PD-MCI groups (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Dynamic FC states in the whole sample (*k* = 2).Cluster centroids are shown for each state. The total number of occurrences and the percentage of total occurrences are shown for each state. The color bar represents the value of the correlations: Red color represents positive correlations, Blue color represents negative correlations. SC = Subcortical Network; AUD = Auditory Network; SM = Somatomotor Network; VI = Visual Network; CC = Cognitive Control Network; DMN = Default Mode Network; CB = Cerebellar Network. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2Fig. 3Dynamic FC differences between groups.\*Significant differences between groups. HC = healthy controls; PD-NC = PD patients with normal cognition; PD-MCI = PD patients with mild cognitive impairment; FC = functional connectivity; SD = Standard deviation.Fig. 3

Additionally, FC differences were calculated between groups in each dynamic FC state. In state 2, significant FC differences between groups were found in PD-MCI patients compared with HC. PD-MCI patients showed reduced inter-network connectivity compared with the HC group (see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Connectivity reductions were found mostly between the SM and CC networks, but SM-VI, SM-AUD, CC-VI and SC-DMN reductions were also found in PD-MCI compared with the HC (see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). We found no significant differences in state 1 between PD-MCI and HC and no significant differences were found between any other groups.Fig. 4FC reductions in state 2 in PD-MCI compared with HC.FC = Functional Connectivity; PD-MCI = PD patients with mild cognitive impairment; HC = healthy controls; BA = Brodmann area. R = Right; L = Left; S = Superior; I = Inferior; P = Posterior.Results at *p* \< 0.05 FDR-corrected.Fig. 4Table 3FC reductions in state 2 in PD-MCI compared with HC.Table 3Inter-network connectivity reductiont[⁎](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}Cohen\'*d*SM-CCBA4R- Precentral gyrusBA8R- Middle frontal gyrus3.911.11BA4L- Precentral gyrusBA8R- Middle frontal gyrus3.200.91BA47L- Inferior frontal gyrus3.290.94BA6L- Paracentral lobeBA40R- Inferior parietal lobe3.511.00  SM-VIBA4R- Precentral gyrusBA19R- Inferior Occipital Lobe3.511.00BA6L- Paracentral lobeBA19R- Cuneus (Occipital Lobe)3.781.08  SM-AUDBA6L- Paracentral lobeBA22R- Superior temporal gyrus4.381.25  CC-VIBA8R- Middle frontal gyrusBA19R- Inferior Occipital Lobe5.311.52  SC-DMNThalamus LBA36- Uncus (Limbic Lobe)3.100.88[^6][^7]

3.3. Graph topological parameters {#s0080}
---------------------------------

Results revealed that PD-MCI patients showed a reduced *clustering coefficient* in the right precentral gyrus (BA4; SM) compared with the HC (*t* = 3.54; *p* \< 0.001; Cohen\'*d* = 1.03). As well, PD-MCI patients also showed reduced *betweenness centrality* in the left paracentral gyrus (BA6; SM) compared with PD-NC patients (*t* = 3.57; *p* \< 0.001; Cohen\'*d* = 1.03). We found no significant differences in graph parameters between PD-NC and the HC.

4. Discussion {#s0085}
=============

The aim of this study was to evaluate dynamic FC and local/global connectivity in PD-MCI and PD-NC using the combination of dynamic FC and graph-theoretical approaches during rs-fMRI. Findings suggest dynamic FC alternations in PD-MCI patients during rs-fMRI that were accompanied by graph topological dysfunctions in the SM network and reduced FC between networks, whereas PD-NC patients showed similar patterns of FC compared with HC.

The whole sample presented two different connectivity states, a hyper-connected state and a hypo-connected state. The sparsely connected state was present 78% of the time. Results showed that PD-MCI patients exhibited dynamic FC alterations compared with the HC. In a recent dynamic FC study in PD, the sample also showed two dynamic FC states, and PD patients significantly spent less time in the hypo-connected state compared to HC group ([@bb0165]). Similarly, previous dynamic FC studies have also been performed with schizophrenia patients, and also showed alterations in mean dwell time compared with the HC ([@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0190]). Specifically, the present study analysed the dynamic FC pattern in PD patients with MCI and with normal cognition. Results showed that PD-MCI patients spent significantly less time in the state characterized by hypo-connectivity compared with the HC. These differences were not found in PD-NC patients. Therefore, findings suggest that the dynamic FC pattern could be associated with the presence of MCI in PD patients. Previous static FC studies in PD also showed a relationship between FC pattern during rs-fMRI and MCI ([@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0120]), and the present study suggest that temporal properties of FC in PD could also be related to cognitive performance.

Moreover, PD-MCI patients showed increased number of changes between states compared with the HC. Contrary to PD-MCI patients, there were no dynamic FC significant differences between PD-NC and the HC group, neither in mean dwell time nor state transitions. However, despite not finding significant differences, PD-NC patients showed slight increased state transitions compared to the HC. The previous dynamic FC study in PD subjects without MCI diagnosis showed no significant differences in state transitions compared to HC, but the number of transitions was also slightly elevated compared to HC ([@bb0165]). Results in both studies might represent a gradual dysfunctional pattern in PD patients that increases with more severe cognitive deterioration. Dynamic FC analysis could add relevant information about the neural substrates of PD-MCI deterioration, and its differences with PD-NC patients.

Furthermore, FC differences between groups in each dynamic FC state were also investigated. PD-MCI patients in this study showed reduced FC in the hypo-connected state compared with the HC, showing reduced inter-network connectivity mostly between the SM and CC networks, but also between the SM-VI, SM-AUD, CC-VI and SC-DMN networks. Previous studies in PD-MCI patients also found reduced FC compared with the HC. Interestingly, reduced FC in PD-MCI has also been found between the precentral gyrus and middle frontal gyrus (in this study: SM-CC) ([@bb0035]), reduced FC between Rolandic operculum and cuneus (in this study: SM-VI) ([@bb0125]), reduced connectivity between medial frontal lobe and cuneus in PD (in this study: CC-VI) ([@bb0125]) and reduced connectivity between the medial frontal and occipital lobes in PD-MCI (in this study: CC-VI) ([@bb0035]). The disconnection between networks has only been found in the PD-MCI group, while PD-NC patients showed no significant differences compared with the HC. These results, added to previous results in PD patients with MCI ([@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0120], [@bb0195]), suggest that reduced connectivity is linked to the presence of cognitive deficits in PD patients.

Dynamic FC alterations in PD-MCI patients were accompanied by impairment in graph topological parameters in two nodes located in the SM network (right BA4 and left BA6). Nodes with high level of betweenness centrality are important in a network, due to its crucial role in transferring the information ([@bb0055]). The reduced betweenness centrality in the node BA6 (left hemisphere) in PD-MCI group suggests a poorer communication between the adjacent nodes in the network. Moreover, the clustering coefficient of a specific node is related with an efficient communication; therefore, PD-MCI patients might show a loss of efficiency when transferring the information in the node BA4 (right hemisphere). Both nodes were located in the SM network and remarkably, most of the reduced FC found in the PD-MCI group, was located between these two nodes and other brain regions. This may suggest that the reduced efficiency when transferring the information in the SM network could have influenced the poorer FC between SM network and other networks in PD-MCI patient.

Graph theoretical analyses could add information to the FC results in order to better understand the neurobiological process of cognitive deterioration in PD. Previous graph theoretical studies in PD also found reduced clustering coefficient ([@bb0270]) and reduced betweenness centrality ([@bb0170]) in different nodes of the SM network in PD patients compared with the HC. In the present study, the dysfunctional graph parameters were found in PD-MCI patients and not in PD-NC. A previous study that analysed graph differences between PD-MCI and PD-NC, found graph alterations in PD-MCI patients compared with the HC but not in PD-NC patients ([@bb0030]). Both studies suggest a relationship between cognitive impairment and graph theoretical dysfunctions in PD that are not present in PD-NC. Contrary to results in this study, previous PD studies also found increased graph parameters compared to the HC ([@bb0030], [@bb0125], [@bb0315]). Specifically [@bb0030] reported that PD-MCI patients showed increased graph characteristics in nodes that normally have lower network relevance, as a compensatory mechanism for the reduced graph parameters found in more important nodes. PD-MCI patients in the present study were older, showed longer disease duration, higher scores on UPDRS III (motor complications) and lower scores on MMSE compared to the PD-MCI patients from the study of [@bb0030]. We hypothesized that all these characteristic differences could be related to the absence of brain compensatory mechanisms found in the PD-MCI sample from this study.

Some limitations of the study must be considered. First, the length of the rs-fMRI acquisition is 7′39″. A recent study suggested that dynamic FC analysis should be performed with rs-fMRI acquisitions of \> 10 mins ([@bb1005]). Also, the TE of the resting-state fMRI acquisition in this study is quite low. In addition, independent monitoring of wakefulness is a more accurate technique to control if any patients fell asleep during the rs-fMRI acquisition. Moreover, all patients from this study were on medication. It would be interesting to analyse dynamic FC in drug-naïve PD patients because of the relevance of PD medication in fMRI signal ([@bb0215]). Moreover, PD-MCI patients were not distinguished between single domain MCI and multiple domain MCI. Future studies should assess the dynamic FC and graph theoretical characteristic differences between PD-MCI subtypes. Finally, longitudinal follow-up assessment would give us information about the dynamic FC progression of PD-MCI and PD-NC patients.

5. Conclusions {#s0090}
==============

This is the first study to assess the dynamic FC characteristics in PD-MCI and PD-NC. Findings suggest that the temporal connectivity alterations found in PD-MCI such as reduced mean dwell time in the hypo-connected state and reduced state transitions, could be related to the presence of cognitive impairment in PD. Dynamic FC has proven to be a useful approach in the study of PD brain dysfunction, and more research on the disease needs to be done with this technique. Future studies should evaluate the use of dynamic FC to monitor and predict MCI in PD. Moreover, the loss of graph properties in nodes of the SM network could be related to the reduced FC between the SM and other networks in PD-MCI group compared to HC. The combination of neuroimaging approaches such as graph theory and FC analyses could help in the understanding of neurobiological substrates of MCI in PD.
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[^1]: All values are expressed in mean (SD).

[^2]: HC = healthy controls; PD-NC = PD patients with normal cognition; PD-MCI = PD patients with mild cognitive impairment; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; FD = Framewise displacement; UPDRS-III = Unified Parkinson\'s Disease Rating scale, Motor Score; H&Y = Hoehn and Yahr stages; LEDD = Levodopa Equivalent Daily Dose.

[^3]: Values are expressed in Z scores, mean (standard deviation).

[^4]: HC = healthy controls; PD-NC = PD patients with normal cognition; PD-MCI = PD patients with mild cognitive impairment.

[^5]: Significant differences were found between PD-MCI \< HC and PD-MCI \< PD-NC.

[^6]: FC = Functional Connectivity; PD-MCI = PD patients with mild cognitive impairment; HC = healthy controls; SM = Somatomotor Network; CC = Cognitive Control Network; VI = Visual Network; AUD = Auditory Network; SC = Subcortical Network; DMN = Default Mode Network; BA = Brodmann area. R = Right; L = Left.

[^7]: Results at *p* \< 0.05 FDR-corrected.
